PLOT TO KILL THE CZAR IS DISCOVERED AMONG MEMBERS OF THE IMPERIAL GUARD AT TSARSKOE SELO PALACE

"WHOM CAN I TRUST"

Czar Terrified at Finding Dynamiters in His Own Household.

GATES IS FLEeced

Steel King's Efforts to Corner Wheat Result in Big Failure.

WALL STREET CLIQUE LOSES MANY MILLIONS

No Wilder Day Than Yesterday Ever Been Upon the Chicago Stock Exchange. Armour Again Victim.

BURGLARS SECURE GEMS WORTH $1,000

Mrs. M. A. Wilson Loses Valuable Jewelry by an Early Evening Robbery.

AX AND GUN STAY FLEETING CONVICTS

Desperate Effort to Break From the County Jail Is Prevented by Prisoners.

THREATS TO SLAY THEM BACK TO CELLS

G. Baumler and W. J. Murphy Guilt Before Stanley and Andrews.

MAN BETTER FORMED THAN ANY WOMAN

Canadian Physician Says That in Shape and Symmetry Men Are Superior to Women.

ISOLATING TENEMENTS TO PREVENT MENINGITIS

The First Real Effort to Prevent the Spread of the Disease.

THE PEACH NOW PAST THREE AND TEN

ROOSEVELT CHILDREN TO ROLL EASTER EGGS

Victory

By Stella M. Legrand

Another Day comes...